MotherEarth™ Granular

Scatter Bait

- For Both Interior and Exterior Use
- For Crack & Crevice® Applications

KILLS AND CONTROLS: Ants, Cockroaches, Crickets, Earwigs, Mole Crickets, Silverfish, Slugs and Snails

FOR USE IN AND AROUND: Apartments, Food Processing Plants, Garages, Homes, Hospitals, Hotels, Kennels, Lawns, Pet Stores, Public and Private institutions, Restaurants, Schools, Supermarkets, Vending Machines, Warehouses and Zoos

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Boric Acid .......................................................................................................................... 5.0%

OTHER INGREDIENTS:
................................................................................................................................. 95.0%

TOTAL: 100.0%

EPA Reg. No. 499-515
KEEPS OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

FIRST AID
IF IN EYES: Hold eyes open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15 - 20 min. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 min, then continue rinsing eyes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING: Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15 - 20 min. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor.

IF INHHALED: Remove victim to fresh air and keep at rest in a position comfortable for breathing.

FOR INGESTION: Do not induce vomiting. Give 1 - 2 cups of water if the person is able to swallow.

OTHER INGREDIENTS:
Boric Acid

ACUTE TOXICITY:
Skin: No irritation observed with proper protective equipment.

EYE EXPOSURE:
Moderate irritation may occur if eye contact occurs.

INHALATION:
No irritation observed with proper protective equipment.

SWALLOWING:
No irritation observed with proper protective equipment.

ESTIMATED ORAL LD₅₀:
Rat: 1500 mg/kg (oral) - Non-toxic

INHALATION LC₅₀:
No data available.

IN VITRO TOXICITY:
No data available.

Carcinogenicity:
No data available.
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APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE CONTROL OF ANTS, COCKROACHES, CRICKETS AND MOLE CRICKETS ON LAWNS, ORNAMENTAL TURF, PLAYING FIELDS, PARKS AND GREENS OF GOLF COURSES: Use a mechanical spreader to apply bait evenly to affected area at the rate of 1/2 - 1 oz (3.2 oz to 23 cups/100 ft²) or 90 lbs/acre. When treating for Mole Crickets: Irrigate areas to be treated prior to application and apply product late in the afternoon. For maximum effectiveness, do not irrigate treated area immediately after application.

FOR THE CONTROL OF ANTS, INCLUDING CARPENTER ANTS, AROUND HOMES AND OTHER STRUCTURES: Treat exterior perimeter areas of structure in a band at least 2 - 4 ft wide at a rate of 4 - 6 oz/100 ft². Also apply product in a 2 - 4 ft band around all trees, stumps, firewood piles and other locations where carpenter ants may nest. If the nest is located in a hollow tree or stump, apply 1/2 - 1 oz of product directly into the cavity. Apply along ant trails and in areas where ant activity has been noted.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS
CAUTION: Harmful if absorbed through skin. Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with skin, eyes or clothing. Wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
Applicators and handlers must wear: long sleeved shirt and long pants, chemical-resistant or water-proof gloves and shoes plus socks.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS
Do not apply directly to water, to areas where surface water is present or to intertidal areas below the mean high water mark. Do not contaminate water when disposing of equipment washwaters or rinsates.

APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS
FOR THE CONTROL OF ANTS, COCKROACHES, CRICKETS AND SILVERFISH IN AND AROUND HOMES, HOTELS, APARTMENT BUILDINGS, STORES AND RESTAURANTS (NON-FOOD AREAS), WAREHOUSES AND SEWERS: FOR INTERIOR APPLICATIONS: Apply at a rate of 4 lbs/1,000 ft² (6 oz or 1.25 cups/100 ft²) of surface area. Spread evenly in crawl spaces, attics, drop ceilings and cellars with dirt or gravel floors. In attics, be sure to apply in eaves and access drains. In ware-
MotherEarth™ Granular Scatter Bait

houses, garages and basements, concentrate application along walls and baseboards. Concentrate application in areas where insect activity is most prevalent. This product may also be applied in inaccessible areas such as cracks and crevices where insects can hide. Apply in pits of elevator, dumbwaiter and trash chute shafts. Apply under and behind pallets and boxes in store-rooms. Bait may also be placed in removable trays in areas accessible to insects but away from children and pets. Always record the location and number of bait stations. In sewers, apply along drains and pet-its. Always record the location and number of bait stations. In sewers, apply along

of this product around all ant mounds. Supple-

CONCENTRATE application in areas where insect activity is most prevalent. This product may also be applied in inaccessible areas such as cracks and crevices where insects may hide. Apply around landscape lighting, floodlights, street lamps or other exterior fixtures and scatter bait in flower beds, leaf litter, wood piles, trash cans and refuse areas. Reapply in 7 days if necessary.

FOR PERIMETER TREATMENTS: Apply in voids around all ant mounds. Supple-

IN APARTMENT BUILDINGS, CAMPUS, FRC-buildings, Garages, Grocery Stores, Homes, Hospitals, Hotels, Industrial Plants, Kennels, Libraries, Markets, Military Bases, Mobile Homes, Motels, New Construction, Nurseries, Offices, Pat Stores, Restaurants, Schools, Sewers, Theaters, Transportation Equipment (Aircraft, Boats, Buses, Ships, Trains, Trucks and Yachts), Utilities, Warehouses and Zoos: FOOD AREA APPLICATION LIMITED TO CRACK & CREVICE TREATMENT ONLY (SEE FOLLOWING SECTION). Apply only in areas inaccessible to children and pets. Avoid contamination of feed and foodstuffs and kitchen utensils. Apply liberally, scattering/dusting under and behind refrigerator, cooler, stove, sink, dishwasher, washing machine and dryer tubs, counters, into openings around drains, water pipes and electrical conduits, and in cracks and crevices along baseboards and corners of cabinets, counter tops, cupboards and closets. Remove all lower drawers in kitchen and bath-

roaches and ants. Dust a small amount of this prod-

5. Cracks or spaces between the wall and door-

frames, cabinets, counter tops, molding or baseboards provide excellent hiding places for roaches and ants. Dust a small amount of this product into these areas wherever possible.

6. Apply under and behind vending machines. If access can be gained to the interior of the machine, apply around the interior base being careful not to contaminate any foodstuffs.

FOR THE CONTROL OF COCKROACHES, CRICKETS, ANTS AND SILVERFISH IN MEAT AND POULTRY PLANTS: For applica-

tion only in inedible product areas as a Crack & Crevice treatment. Apply liberally to cracks and crevices in areas such as around baseboards and in closets, beneath cabinets and appliances, in and around waste containers and into openings around drains, water pipes and electrical con-

duits. Avoid contamination of feed and foodstuffs. Bait stations may be used. Always record the number and location of bait stations. This product is best used as a supplemental residual treat-

ment preceded by approved spray and good san-

itation practices.

RECOMMENDED APPLICATION SITES AND DIRECTIONS

1. Apply under and behind appliances in kitchens, bathrooms and utility rooms (remove kick plates if possible).

2. Kitchen and bathroom cabinets and vanities often have a space between the floor and the bottom drawer or cabinet. If a gap exists along the top of the kick plate, dust this product into the void area. If no gaps are present, a small hole may be drilled every 2 ft along the kick plate making sure to drill at least 1 hole under each cabinet and apply this product through the holes.

3. Apply in voids around plumbing pipes behind water heaters and under sinks in kitchens, bathrooms, showers and utility rooms. Escutcheon plates around pipes should be pulled back to allow access to the void.

4. Remove electrical wall socket and switch cov-

ers and dust product around boxes and into voids. Product should not be applied directly into electrical switch and outlet boxes.

A MotherEarth™ brand insecticide from:
Whitmire Micro-Gen Research Laboratories, Inc.
3568 Tree Court Industrial Blvd.
St. Louis MO 63122-6682
www.wmmg.com
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